
Hey Shirley, perhaps it wasn‘t a good idea 

to buy the cheapest oil mist separator. 

It should at least separate 99.9 % of the particles larger than 0.3 µ, shouldn‘t it? An 
easy task for the new air cleaners from REVEN® – dispensing with throwaway filters 
and endless consumption of kilowatts. No matter whether flush or high-pressure cool-
ing, minimum lubrication or dry processing are concerned. Oil mists, vapors, steam or 
smoke – REVEN® air cleaners remove any substance, even odors. No corrosion of course, 
because all parts are made of stainless steel.

By the way, have you already heard of our particle measurement service?  

We measure the purity state of your indoor air and the emission range at critical points 
or in the entire workshop, if you wish so. Our solution proposal and the configuration 
of the separators will be based on these measurements – flexible and in line with the 
respective application.
You want more certainty and a guaranty? No problem, we will install a so-called “labo-
ratory device” at your premises. It is a miniature version of the proposed air cleaner 
and demonstrates during a week of test operation the functioning and efficiency of the 
quoted equipment. The configuration of the test device is variable too. Please ask for 
this service.

I wish 
I had taken 

the REVEN oil mist 
separator!
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This has always been like that with REVEN® equipment, but ... 
In the meantime, we have unified the design of our air cleaners and improved them in 
detail.

•	 Each	device	is	fitted	with	an	operational	status	indicator,	an	operating	hours	counter,	
a flow switch and a motor protection.

•	 The	energy-saving	motors	in	eco	design	are	located	outside	of	the	airflow.	This	
 increases the service life, provides for explosion protection and saves so much energy 

that the equipment could pay off within a year only because of its low power 
 consumption.
•	 We	have	further	stiffened	the	maintenance	doors	and	made	them	extremely	tight.
•	 The	high	quality	is	documented	and	guaranteed	by	the	STAINLESS	STEEL	RUSTPROOF	

label!

The core component of our air cleaners is and will remain the X-CYCLONE® separating 
element, which has proven its worth a million times in metal processing and food industry. 
First class references establish evidence of this fact.

*Ask for the fractional separating rates. We make no secret of them.

Even in combination with extremely high cutting speeds, thin cutting oils, high pressures 
and temperatures, our oil mist separators manage to remove even ultrafine particles.*
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We won‘t leave you 

in the fog or smoke 

like poor Shirley!


